Vössing spurs efficient, effective collaboration in major infrastructure projects

Challenge
Vössing has hundreds of engineers working with dozens of partners on thousands of infrastructure projects worldwide. How could the company enable effective communication to help keep work on track?

Solution
With CrossCAD collaboration solutions from HOCHTIEF, employees at Vössing can communicate more efficiently, and project managers can access answers rapidly—enabling them to share expert insights and best practices.

Result
The culture of engineers during days of research techniques garnered a strong following. Within Vössing equipment manufacturers with the execute they needed for project realizations on time.

To learn more about Domino solutions, please contact your HCL representative or HCL Business Partner or a dedicated employee.

About the company
Vössing Group is a family business with a track record of outstanding planning, construction, operation, and management services in major infrastructure projects, such as building new roads, bridges and power networks. Headquartered in Disselslohe, the company has offices across Germany as well as operations in China. In 2019, the company employed over 2,500 people and managed over 12,000 infrastructure projects across its 180 countries worldwide.

Our team of experts delivered the best possible results by leveraging its cloud-based CRM and ERP solutions to automate business processes and reduce operational and capital costs. "Our analysis of the most relevant showed that the total cost of ownership for full set of standard CRM and ERP solutions would have been at least 15% higher today by developing and running our own specialized applications on Domino," commented Bernd Gatterwe.

To read the full story, please visit Vössing's page.

Navigating shifting sands
Engineering companies Vössing receive thousands of infrastructure projects—including roads, bridges and oil pipelines—in more than 50 countries. How do they ensure projects move on time, and when changes occur, and how design is executed to them? Continuously, Vössing also executes in the nearshore and offshore sand dunes or shifting sand dunes (wing to storm activities to find a solution for the ever-changing project environment)

Laying the foundations of robust teamwork
To support efficient teamwork, Vössing relies on a sophisticated set of collaboration tools from HCL, CrossCAD, featuring its virtual workspaces, robust communication, and trust-building features. To access documents from their desktop clients, engineers use CrossCAD, Notes, and also use HCL, team work with emails to exchange ideas through crossborder collaboration, and a unique idea of the company. CrossCAD can be kicked off on the laptop or on the desktop on their laptops to understand the technical specifications of the project. Engineers enjoy working together with the help of the powerful, intuitive and user-friendly CrossCAD environment, which is a cross-platform solution for all types of project environments. The solution also allows users to share and collaborate in real-time, which helps them stay on track.

Introduction
Engineering companies can benefit from improved collaboration and communication, especially when working on cross-functional and multidisciplinary projects.

Business benefits:
- Day of research replaced by rapid question and answers, searches and final report
- Instant decision-making that demonstrate that employees save time
- Avoids us to the higher standard on corporate ERP and CRM platform

About the company
Vössing Group is a family business with a track record of outstanding planning, construction, operation, and management services in major infrastructure projects, such as building new roads, bridges and power networks. Headquartered in Disselslohe, the company has offices across Germany as well as operations in China. The company employs over 2,500 people and manages over 12,000 infrastructure projects across its 180 countries worldwide.

Nailing effective, efficient collaboration
By fuelling efficient, effective collaboration, the HCL, Domino solutions are helping engineers to share knowledge and save days on research. And with such an all-encompassing framework, Vössing Group isn’t only the standard to which other collaboration and communication tools can be compared but also the benchmark for commercial success.

To learn more about Domino solutions, please contact your HCL representative or HCL Business Partner or a dedicated employee.